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Using events in which one of two neutral B mesons from the decay of an Y(4S) resonance is fully
reconstructed, we set limits on the difference between the decay rates of the two neutral B mass eigenstates and
on CP, T, and CPT violation in B0B¯ 0 mixing. The reconstructed decays, comprising both CP and flavor
eigenstates, are obtained from 88 million Y(4S)→BB¯ decays collected with the BABAR detector at the PEP-II
asymmetric-energy B Factory at SLAC. We determine six independent parameters governing oscillations
(Dm ,DG/G), CPT and CP violation (Re z,Im z), and CP and T violation (Im lCP ,uq/pu), where lCP charac-
terizes B0 and B¯ 0 decays to states of charmonium plus KS
0 or KL
0
. The results are
sgn~Re lCP!DG/G520.00860.037~stat.!60.018~syst.!@20.084,0.068# ,
uq/pu51.02960.013~stat.!60.011~syst.!@1.001,1.057# ,
~Re lCP /ulCPu!Re z50.01460.035~stat.!60.034~syst.!@20.072,0.101# ,
Im z50.03860.029~stat.!60.025~syst.!@20.028,0.104# .
The values inside square brackets indicate the 90% confidence-level intervals. The values of Im lCP and Dm
are consistent with previous analyses and are used as cross checks. These measurements are in agreement with
standard model expectations.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
The mass difference Dm between the B0 mass eigenstates
has been measured with high precision at B-factory experi-
ments @1–4#, and CP violation has been observed in neutral
B meson decays to states like J/cKS
0 @5,6#. However, our
knowledge of other aspects of neutral B meson oscillations is
meager. In this paper, we provide direct limits on the total
decay-rate difference DG between the B0 mass eigenstates,
and on CP, T, and CPT violation due to oscillations alone.
In the standard model, the ratio DG/Dm is of order
mb
2/mt
2 and thus quite small. Recent calculations of DG/G,
including 1/mb contributions and part of the next-to-leading
order QCD corrections @7,8#, find values in the approximate
range 20.2–20.3%. Existing limits for uDG/Gu @9,10# are
relatively weak ~;20%!. The large data sets available at
asymmetric-energy B factories provide an opportunity to
look for deviations from the standard model.
The CP-violating asymmetry observed in neutral B meson
decays to states like J/cKS
0 is due to the interference be-
tween decay amplitudes to a CP eigenstate with and without
mixing. CP violation in mixing alone leads to different rates
for the transitions B0→B¯ 0 and B¯ 0→B0. This can be mea-
sured, for example, by comparing the decay rates to ,2,2X
and ,1,1X from semileptonic decays of pairs of neutral-B
mesons arising from the Y(4S) @11#. The only semileptonic
decays generated by first-order weak interactions are B0
→,1nX and B¯ 0→,2n¯X¯ and the CP invariance of strong
and electromagnetic interactions guarantees that these have
equal rates. As a result, any asymmetry in the dilepton rates
can be ascribed to CP violation in mixing. While CP viola-
tion in mixing is suppressed in the standard model @8,12,13#,
additional virtual contributions from new physics could ob-
viate this suppression. Similarly, new physics may introduce
additional intrinsic T violation or even CPT violation in mix-
ing. It is these possibilities for the breaking of discrete sym-
metries in mixing itself that we address in this analysis using
nonleptonic decays that are completely reconstructed.
The behavior of neutral B mesons is sensitive to CPT
violation @14–16#. A theorem @17# founded on general prin-
ciples of relativistic quantum field theory states that the CPT
symmetry holds for any local field theory satisfying Lorentz
invariance. The CPT symmetry is the only combination of C,
P, and T that is not known to be violated. Nevertheless, it is
possible that CPT symmetry could fail at short distances
@18#. Strict constraints on CPT violation have been obtained
in the neutral-kaon system @19#. Limits in the B-meson sys-
tem have been obtained previously @4,20#.
To measure DG and CP, T, or CPT violation, we observe
the time dependence of decays of neutral B mesons produced
in pairs at the Y(4S) resonance. The usual approach to mix-
ing and CP analyses @1–6# allows for exponential decay,
modulated by oscillatory terms with frequency Dm . These
analyses neglect the difference DG between the decay rates
of the two mass eigenstates, which would introduce terms
with a new time dependence exp(6DGt/2). Violation of CP,
T, or CPT in the mixing of the neutral B mesons would
modify the coefficients of the various terms involving expo-
nential and oscillatory behavior. To detect these potential
subtle changes requires precision measurements of the de-
cays, detailed consideration of systematic effects, and thor-
ough treatment of coherent production of neutral B meson
pairs from the Y(4S).
This analysis is based on a total of about 88 million
Y(4S)→BB¯ decays collected with the BABAR detector at the
PEP-II asymmetric-energy B Factory at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center. There, 9.0-GeV electrons and 3.1-GeV
positrons annihilate to produce the BB¯ pairs moving along
the e2 beam direction ~z axis! with a Lorentz boost of bg
’0.55. This boost makes it possible to measure the proper-
time difference Dt between the two B decays. We fully re-
construct one meson from its decay to a flavor eigenstate
(Bflav) or to a CP eigenstate (BCP) composed of charmo-
nium and either a KS
0 or KL
0
. We denote the flavor and CP
eigenstates jointly by B rec . The remaining charged particles
in the event, which originate from the other B meson (B tag),
are used to identify ~‘‘tag’’! its flavor as B0 or B¯ 0. Not all
events can be tagged, but the untagged events are also used
in the analysis. The time difference Dt[t rec2t tag
’Dz/(bgc) is determined from the separation Dz along the
boost direction of the decay vertices for the fully recon-
structed B candidate and the tagging B.
A maximum-likelihood fit to the time distributions of
tagged and untagged, flavor, and CP eigenstates determines
six independent parameters ~see Sec. II! governing oscilla-
tions (Dm ,DG/G), CPT and CP violation (Re z,Im z), and
CP and T violation (Im lCP ,uq/pu), where lCP is the usual
variable used to characterize the decays of neutral B mesons
into final states of charmonium and a KS
0 or KL
0
. The values
of Im lCP and Dm are used as cross checks with the earlier
BABAR sin 2b result @5#, obtained with the same dataset, and
with previous B-factory measurements of Dm @1–4#. All the
parameters are explicitly defined in Sec. II.
The analysis presents several challenges. First, the resolu-
tion for Dt is comparable to the B lifetime and is asymmetric
in Dt . This asymmetry must be well understood lest it be
mistaken for a fundamental asymmetry we seek to measure.
Second, tagging assigns flavor incorrectly some fraction of
the time. Third, interference between weak decays favored
by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa ~CKM! quark-mixing
matrix and those doubly Cabibbo suppressed ~DCS! cannot
be neglected. Fourth, direct CP violation in the BCP sample
could mimic CP violation in mixing and must be param-
etrized appropriately. Finally, we have to account for pos-
sible asymmetries induced by the differing response of the
detector to positively and negatively charged particles. In
resolving all of the above issues we rely mainly on data.
This paper provides a detailed description of the analysis
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†Also at Universita` della Basilicata, Potenza, Italy.
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published in Ref. @21#, and is organized as follows. In Sec. II
we present a general formulation of the time-dependent de-
cay rates of B0B¯ 0 pairs produced at the Y(4S) resonance,
including effects from the decay-rate difference, possible CP
and CPT violation in mixing, and interference effects in-
duced by DCS decays. We derive the expressions for B de-
cays to flavor and CP eigenstates. In Sec. III we describe the
BABAR detector. After discussing the data sample in Sec. IV,
we describe the B-flavor tagging algorithm in Sec. V. Section
VI is devoted to the description of the measurement of Dz
and to the determination of Dt and its resolution function. In
Sec. VII we describe our log-likelihood function and the as-
sumptions made in the fit. The results of the fit are given in
Sec. VIII. Cross checks are discussed in Sec. IX and system-
atic uncertainties are presented in Sec. X. The results of the
analysis are summarized and discussed in Sec. XI.
II. GENERAL TIME-DEPENDENT DECAY RATES
FROM Y4S\B0B¯ 0
The neutral B meson system can be described by the ef-
fective Hamiltonian H5M2iG/2, where M and G are two-
by-two Hermitian matrices describing, respectively, the mass
and decay-rate components. CP or CPT symmetry imposes
that M 115M 22 and G115G22 , the index 1 indicating B0 and
2 indicating B¯ 0. In the limit of CP or T invariance,
G12 /M 125G21 /M 215G12* /M 12* , so G12 /M 12 is real. These
conditions do not depend on the phase conventions chosen
for the B0 and B¯ 0. The masses mH ,L and decay rates GH ,L of
the two eigenstates of H form the complex eigenvalues
vH ,L ,
vH ,L[mH ,L2
i
2 GH ,L5m2
i
2 G
6AS M 122 i2 G12D S M 12* 2 i2 G12* D114 S dm2 i2 dG D
2
,
~1!
where the real part of the square root is taken to be positive
and where we define
m[
1
2 ~M 111M 22!, G[
1
2 ~G111G22!,
dm[M 112M 22 , dG[G112G22 . ~2!
Assuming CPT invariance (dm50,dG50), and anticipating
that uDGu!Dm , we have
Dm[mH2mL’2uM 12u,
DG[GH2GL ’2uM 12uRe~G12 /M 12!. ~3!
Here we have taken Dm to be the mass of the heavier eigen-
state minus the mass of the lighter one. Thus, DG is the decay
rate of the heavier state minus the decay rate of the lighter
one and its sign is not known a priori.
With CPT symmetry, the light and heavy mass eigenstates
of the neutral B meson system can be written
uBL&5puB0&1quB¯ 0&,
uBH&5puB0&2quB¯ 0&, ~4!
where
q
p [2AM 12* 2 i2 G12*
M 122
i
2 G12
. ~5!
The magnitude of q/p is very nearly unity:
UqpU
2
’12Im
G12
M 12
. ~6!
In the Standard Model, the CP- and T-violating quantity
uq/pu221 is small not just because uG12u is small, but addi-
tionally because the CP-violating quantity Im(G12 /M 12) is
suppressed by an additional factor (mc22mu2)/mb2’0.1 rela-
tive to uG12 /M 12u. Violation of CP is not possible if two of
the quark masses ~for quarks of the same charge! are identi-
cal, for then we could redefine two new quark states with
equal masses so that one of them did not mix with the two
remaining states. The mixing among two generations would
be inadequate to support CP violation. When the remaining
standard model factors are included, the expectation is
uIm(G12 /M 12)u,1023 @8,12,13#.
CPT violation in mixing can be described conveniently by
the phase-convention-independent quantity
z[
dm2
i
2
dG
2AS M 122 i2 G12D S M 12* 2 i2 G12* D 1 14 S dm2 i2 dG D
2
5
dm2
i
2
dG
Dm2
i
2
DG
. ~7!
The generalization of the eigenstates in Eq. ~4! when we
account for CPT violation can be written
uBL&5pA12zuB0&1qA11zuB¯ 0&,
uBH&5pA11zuB0&2qA12zuB¯ 0&, ~8!
where we maintain the definition of q/p given in Eq. ~5!. The
result, when time evolution is included, is that states that
begin as purely B0 or B¯ 0 after a time t will be mixtures
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uBphys
0 ~ t !&5@g1~ t !1zg2~ t !#uB0&2A12z2
q
p g2~ t !uB
¯
0&,
~9!
uB¯ phys
0 ~ t !&5@g1~ t !2zg2~ t !#uB¯ 0&2A12z2
p
q g2~ t !uB
0& ,
~10!
where we have introduced
g6~ t !5
1
2 ~e
2ivHt6e2ivLt!. ~11!
Invariance under CP or under T requires that
u^B0uB¯ phys
0 ~ t !&u5u^B¯ 0uBphys
0 ~ t !&u; ~12!
i.e., uq/pu51, which is guaranteed by Im(G12 /M 12)50.
Table I shows the constraints on uq/pu and z for the different
possible symmetry scenarios. The standard model corre-
sponds to the second configuration ~CPT symmetry, with CP
and T violated!. Note that two of these scenarios are degen-
erate. With CP symmetry in B0B¯ 0 oscillations, this experi-
ment cannot distinguish between T and CPT both being con-
served or violated.
A. Effects of coherence
At the Y(4S) resonance, neutral B mesons are produced
in coherent p-wave pairs. If we subsequently observe one B
meson decay to the state f 1 at time t050 and the other decay
to the state f 2 at some later time t, we cannot in general
know whether f 1 came from the decay of a B0 or a B¯ 0, and
similarly for the state f 2 . If A1,2 and A¯ 1,2 are the amplitudes
for the decay of B0 and B¯ 0, respectively, to the states f 1 and
f 2 , then the overall amplitude is given by
A5a1g1~ t !1a2g2~ t !, ~13!
where
a152A1A¯ 21A¯ 1A2 ,
a25A12z2Fpq A1A22 qp A¯ 1A¯ 2G1z@A1A¯ 21A¯ 1A2# .
~14!
Using the relations
ug6~ t !u25
1
2 e
2Gt@cosh~DGt/2!6cos~Dmt !# ~15!
and
g1* ~ t !g2~ t !52
1
2 e
2Gt@sinh~DGt/2!1i sin~Dmt !# ,
~16!
we find the decay rate
dN
dt }e
2GutuH 12 c1 cosh~DGt/2!1 12 c2 cos~Dmt !
2Re s sinh~DGt/2!1Im s sin~Dmt !J , ~17!
where
c65ua1u26ua2u2, s5a1*a2 . ~18!
The absolute value in the leading exponential in Eq. ~17! is
introduced for later convenience.
Now let us take f 1[ f tag to be the state that is incom-
pletely reconstructed and that provides the tagging decay,
and f 2[ f rec to be the fully reconstructed state ~flavor or CP
eigenstate!. Then we have t5t rec2t tag and Eq. ~14! becomes
a152A tagA¯ rec1A¯ tagA rec ,
a25A12z2Fpq A tagA rec2 qp A¯ tagA¯ recG
1z@A tagA¯ rec1A¯ tagA rec# . ~19!
If instead the tagged decay occurs second, we would need
to redefine t, a1 and a2 by interchanging the labels ‘‘tag’’
and ‘‘rec.’’ This would amount to the replacements t→2t ,
a1→2a1 , and a2→a2 . However, we see that Eq. ~17! is
actually unaffected by these changes and that we can instead
retain the definitions t5t rec2t tag and those of Eq. ~19!. Thus,
Eqs. ~17!–~19! apply independent of the order of the decays
of the tagged and fully reconstructed B mesons.
A fully reconstructed flavor state cannot always be unam-
biguously associated with either B0 or B¯ 0. DCS decays, such
as B0→D1p2, occur at a rate suppressed by roughly
uVub* Vcd /Vcb* Vudu2’(0.02)2. Although this can be neglected,
interference between favored and suppressed amplitudes is
reduced by only a factor of approximately 0.02 @22#, and
must be taken into account.
Tagging cannot be done perfectly, largely because the tag-
ging state is incompletely reconstructed. We account for this
by measuring the wrong-tag probability from the data. How-
ever, even if our tagging were perfect in principle, it would
be afflicted with the same complication from DCS decays as
the fully reconstructed state. The full expressions for the real
coefficients c6 and the complex coefficient s, containing the
DCS amplitudes, are
TABLE I. Constraints on uq/pu and z due to CP, T, and CPT
symmetries in B0B¯ 0 oscillations.
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c65H uA¯ recA tag2A recA¯ tagu26uzu2uA¯ recA tag1A recA¯ tagu2
6u12z2uUpq A recA tag2 qp A¯ recA¯ tagU
2
62 ReFz*A12z2S pq A recA tag2 qp A¯ recA¯ tagD
3~A¯ recA tag1A recA¯ tag!*G J ~20!
s5H ~A recA¯ tag2A¯ recA tag!*FA12z2S pq A recA tag
2
q
p A
¯
recA¯ tagD1z~A¯ recA tag1A recA¯ tag!G J . ~21!
Terms proportional to A recA¯ tag and A¯ recA tag are associated
with decays with no net oscillation between the two neutral
B decays, while terms proportional to (q/p)A¯ recA¯ tag and
(p/q)A recA tag represent a net oscillation.
We characterize each final state f through the parameter
l f5
q
p
A¯ f
A f
, ~22!
where f can be ‘‘rec’’ ~which can be itself ‘‘flav’’ or ‘‘CP’’! or
‘‘tag.’’ In the absence of DCS decays, lflav ~i.e., l rec when
the reconstructed state is a flavor eigenstate, not a CP eigen-
state! and l tag would be either zero or infinite. With a con-
tribution from DCS decays they are nonzero and finite.
If the reconstructed flavor state f flav is ostensibly a B0
~hereafter indicated as Bf to avoid ambiguities with the tag
state! then ul recu[ulB f u!1. Conversely, if the reconstructed
state appears to come from a B¯ 0 ~indicated as B¯ f !, then
ulB¯ f u@1, and it is convenient to introduce l¯ B¯ f[1/lB¯ f . The
pattern for the tagging state (‘‘tag’’5Bt ,B¯ t) is similar. If the
reconstructed state is a CP eigenstate, then ul recu[ulCPu is of
order unity.
In practice, terms quadratic in z or in a small l f are not
important. The expressions for c6 and s when only linear
terms in small quantities are retained are shown in Tables II,
III, and IV. The analysis uses the full expressions, without
simplification.
It is appropriate to assume that the decays to flavor eigen-
states we consider are dominated by a single weak mecha-
nism: b→cu¯d . While we can find a mechanism for b¯
→cu¯d ~which is a DCS process!, there are no alternative
first-order weak processes that produce cu¯d from a b quark.
Then even if there are several contributions to the decay,
each possibly with its own strong phase, the CP-conjugate
decay differs only by changing a single common weak phase
so that uAB f u5uA¯ B¯ f u, uA¯ B f u5uAB¯ f u ~and similarly for tagging
states!. In fact, even if this assumption is not rigorously true,
any violation will be absorbed in tagging and reconstruction
efficiencies, which are determined from the data, as de-
scribed in Sec. VII. These equalities relate the four permuta-
tions that arise from the tag and reconstructed state being
either B0 or B¯ 0.
B. Ensembles of states
In principle, every hadronic final state f h has a different
lh , which can be written as lh5ulhue2ifh
even
e2ifh
odd
, where
TABLE II. The coefficient c1 from Eq. ~20!, evaluated to lead-
ing order in the small quantities, z, lB f , lBt , l¯ B¯ f , and l¯ B¯ t . If the
tagging state for a B0 tag is f Bt , then the tagging state for a B¯ 0 is
the CP-conjugate state, f B¯ t , and similarly for the fully recon-
structed states. The decay amplitudes are ABt5^ f BtuHuB0&, A¯ Bt
5^ f BtuHuB¯ 0&, AB¯ t5^ f B¯ tuHuB0&, A¯ B¯ t5^ f B¯ tuHuB¯ 0&, and similarly
for rec5B f , B¯ f , CP.
B tag B rec c1
B0 B0 uABtu2uAB f u2up/qu2
B0 B¯ 0 uABtu2uA¯ B¯ f u2
B¯ 0 B0 uA¯ B¯ tu2uAB f u2
B¯ 0 B¯ 0 uA¯ B¯ tu2uA¯ B¯ f u2uq/pu2
B0 BCP uABtu2uACPu2up/qu2@11ulCPu224 Re lCP Re lBt
12 Re z Re lCP22 Im z Im lCP#
B¯ 0 BCP uA¯ B¯ tu2uACPu2@11ulCPu224 Re lCP Re l¯B¯t
22 Re z Re lCP22 Im z Im lCP#
TABLE III. The coefficient c2 from Eq. ~20!, evaluated to lead-
ing order in the small quantities z, lB f , lBt , l¯ B¯ f , and l¯ B¯ t . See
caption of Table II for the definition of the various quantities.
B tag B rec c2
B0 B0 2uABtu2uAB f u2up/qu2
B0 B¯ 0 uABtu2uA¯ B¯ f u2
B¯ 0 B0 uA¯ B¯ tu2uAB f u2
B¯ 0 B¯ 0 2uA¯ B¯ tu2uA¯ B¯ f u2uq/pu2
B0 BCP uABtu2uACPu2up/qu2@211ulCPu224 Im lCP Im lBt
22 Re z Re lCP12 Im z Im lCP#
B¯ 0 BCP uA¯ B¯ tu2uACPu2@12ulCPu214 Im lCP Im l¯B¯t
12 Re z Re lCP12 Im z Im lCP#
TABLE IV. The complex coefficient s from Eq. ~21!, evaluated
to leading order in the small quantities z, lB f , lBt , l¯ B¯ f , and l¯ B¯ t .
See caption of Table II for the definition of the various quantities.
B tag B rec s
B0 B0 uABtu2uAB f u2up/qu2@lBt* 2lB f* #
B0 B¯ 0 uABtu2uA¯ B¯ f u2@lBt2l¯ B¯ f2z#
B¯ 0 B0 uA¯ B¯ tu2uAB f u2@l¯ B¯ t2lB f1z#
B¯ 0 B¯ 0 uA¯ B¯ tu2uA¯ B¯ f u2uq/pu2@l¯ B¯ t* 2l¯ B¯ f* #
B0 BCP uABtu2uACPu2up/qu2@ ulCPu2lBt2lCP* 1lBt* 2ulCPu2z#
B¯ 0 BCP uA¯ B¯ tu2uACPu2@l¯ B¯ t2lCP1ulCPu2l¯ B¯ t* 1z#
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fh
even and fh
odd are strong ~CP-even! and weak ~CP-odd!
phases that arise from the ratio of the amplitudes of the B0
and B¯ 0 decays to f h . Assuming that there is a single weak
phase involved, the CP-conjugate state f¯h will have l¯ h¯
5up/qu2ulhue2ifh
even
eifh
odd
.
If we sum squares of amplitudes over a collection F of
flavor states that are ostensibly B0, the terms that do and do
not contain lflav are of the form
(f hPF
uAhu2lh and (f hPF
uAhu2, ~23!
so we can define an effective lB f by
lB f5
( f hPFuAhu
2lh
( f hPFuAhu
2 . ~24!
Similarly, for flavor states that are ostensibly B¯ 0,
l¯ B¯ f5
( f¯hPFuA
¯ h¯ u2l¯ h¯
( f¯hPFuA
¯ h¯ u2
. ~25!
The two complex numbers lB f and l¯ B¯ f encapsulate the ef-
fects due to DCS decays in the fully reconstructed B decay,
as long as the terms quadratic in lh and l¯ h¯ , suppressed by
roughly uVub* Vcd /Vcb* Vudu2’(0.02)2, are omitted.
The same argument applies to tagging states. If the col-
lection of states contributing to a B0 or B¯ 0 tag is a then
lBt5
( f hPauAhu
2lh
( f hPauAhu
2 , ~26!
l¯ B¯ t5
( f¯hPauA
¯ h¯ u2l¯ h¯
( f¯hPauA
¯ h¯ u2
. ~27!
In practice, we do not use separate l tag parameters for each
tagging category a ~i.e., each collection of states of similar
character, as described in Sec. V!, but simply one for B0 and
one for B¯ 0, setting aside the lepton tag category, which is
free of DCS decays. This treatment is flexible enough to
incorporate the DCS-decay effects that can mimic the asym-
metries we seek in the analysis.
Henceforth, expressions like lflav and l tag refer to an ap-
propriate sum over observed states. The summation over
states f h in a tagging category should be thought of as ex-
tending over those states that are reconstructed as belonging
to the given category. In this way, we incorporate implicitly
the tagging efficiency of each state f h . The reconstruction
efficiency is incorporated in an analogous fashion into lflav .
Data from directly related CP final states like J/cKS
0
,
with hCP521, and J/cKL
0
, with hCP511, where hCP is
the CP eigenvalue of the final state, can be combined by
assuming that their time distributions are identical, except for
the factor hCP . We use a single parameter lCP obtained
multiplying Eq. ~22! by hCP . We assume rCP5uA¯ CP /ACPu
51 as expected theoretically at the 1023 level @23# and as
supported experimentally by:
~i! the average of B-factory measurements of states of
charmonium and KS
0 or KL
0
, from which it has been
obtained rCP50.94960.045 @5,6#, when DG, uq/pu
21 and z are assumed to be zero;
~ii! the average of CLEO and BABAR measurements of the
CP asymmetry in the charged mode B6→J/cK6,
from which it is found rCP ,J/cK651.00860.025
@24,25#, combined with isospin symmetry to relate
with the CP final states @26#.
C. Sensitivity of distributions to parameters
From Eq. ~17! and Tables II, III, and IV, it can be seen
that while Im lCP , Im z, uq/pu, and rCP are unambiguously
determined, Re z appears only in the product Re lCP Re z or
else is suppressed by the small factor DG/G. Similarly, the
sign of DG cannot be determined separately from the sign of
Re lCP since DG always appears multiplied by Re lCP in its
dominant contribution. Its value is known only through
Re lCP56AulCPu22(Im lCP)2, where the choice of sign
could be made by a separate measurement that directly de-
termines the sign of Re lCP . As a result, the parameters that
can be determined by this analysis are sgn(Re lCP)DG/G,
uq/pu, (Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z, Im z, Im lCP /ulCPu, rCP , Dm ,
and G. In practice, we fix rCP and G in the nominal fit, and
vary them for systematic studies.
Data for final states that are CP eigenstates and those that
are flavor eigenstates are both needed for the analysis, as
shown in Table V. The sensitivity to (Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z and
Im lCP /ulCPu is provided by the decays to CP eigenstates
BCP , for which the accompanying t dependence is even for
the former and odd for the latter. The Bflav sample contributes
marginally to these parameters because it lacks explicit de-
pendence on Im lCP /ulCPu and the dependence on Re z is
scaled by the sinh(DGt/2) term, which is small for small DG.
TABLE V. Dominant dependence of the time distributions on
the physical parameters measured with fully reconstructed flavor
and CP states. Sensitivity is specific to terms in the time depen-
dence that are either t even or t odd. The flavor sample is much
larger than the CP sample.
Parameter
Bflav BCP
t even t odd t even t odd
uq/pu 3
Dm 3
Im z 3
(Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z 3
rCP 3
sgn(Re lCP)DG/G 3
Im lCP /ulCPu 3
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In contrast, the parameters uq/pu and Im z ~and Dm) are
determined by the large Bflav sample, where the former is
associated with a t-even distribution and the latter with a
t-odd distribution. For small values of DG/G, the determina-
tion of DG/G is dominated by the BCP sample, despite the
smallness of this sample compared to the Bflav sample. This
is because in the flavor sample the leading dependence on
DG is proportional to DG2, while in the CP sample it is
proportional to DG. The contribution of sinh(DGt/2) is the
same for both B0 and B¯ 0 tags, so events that cannot be
tagged may be included in the analysis to improve sensitiv-
ity. The BCP sample is also sensitive to the sign of DG/G ~up
to the sign ambiguity from Re lCP).
Overall, the combined use of the Bflav and BCP samples
provides sensitivity to the full set of physical parameters,
since they are determined either from different samples, or
from different t dependences.
As we show in Tables II, III, and IV, if the reconstructed
state is a flavor eigenstate, the DCS-decay effects in tagging
are negligible except in the sin(Dmt) term, for the other terms
are suppressed by both a power of lflav and a power of l tag .
Conversely, if the reconstructed state is a CP eigenstate with
ulCPu’1, the effects from DCS decays are confined to the
terms even in t.
III. BABAR DETECTOR
The BABAR detector is described in detail elsewhere @27#,
so here we give only a brief description of the apparatus.
Surrounding the beam-pipe is a five-layer silicon vertex
tracker ~SVT!, which gives precisely measured points along
the trajectories of charged particles as they leave the interac-
tion region. Outside the SVT is a 40-layer drift chamber
~DCH! filled with an 80:20 helium-isobutane gas mixture,
chosen to minimize multiple scattering. Charged-particle
tracking and the determination of momenta through track
curvature rely on the DCH and SVT measurements in the
1.5-T magnetic field generated by a superconducting sole-
noid. The DCH and SVT measurements of dE/dx energy
loss also contribute to charged-particle identification.
Surrounding the drift chamber is a novel detector of in-
ternally reflected Cerenkov radiation ~DIRC!, giving
charged-particle identification in the central region of the de-
tector. Outside the DIRC is a highly segmented electromag-
netic calorimeter ~EMC! composed of CsI~Tl! crystals. The
EMC is used to detect photons and neutral hadrons through
shower shapes and is also used to identify electrons. Finally,
the flux return of the superconducting coil surrounding the
EMC is instrumented with resistive plate chambers inter-
spersed with iron for the identification of muons and neutral
hadrons ~IFR!.
A detailed Monte Carlo program based on the GEANT4
@28# software package is used to simulate the BABAR detector
response and performance.
IV. DATA SAMPLES AND B-MESON RECONSTRUCTION
From a sample of about 88 million Y(4S)→BB¯ decays,
we select events in which one of the B mesons is completely
reconstructed in either a neutral or a charged hadronic final
state, using the same criteria used for the BABAR sin 2b mea-
surement @5# and for measurements of Dm using hadronic
final states @1#. Neutral B mesons are reconstructed in either
a flavor (Bflav) or CP (BCP) eigenstate. The charged B me-
son decays are used as control samples in the cross checks
described in Sec. IX B. The decay modes used for the flavor
sample, the CP sample, and the control samples are dis-
played in Table VI. Details on charged particle and neutral
reconstruction, particle identification and reconstruction of B
mesons can be found in Secs. II and III in Ref. @29#.
We select Bflav and BCP candidates by requiring that the
difference DE between their energy and the beam energy in
the center-of-mass frame be less than 3s from zero, where s
is the resolution on DE . The DE resolution ranges between
10 and 50 MeV depending on the decay mode. For Bflav
modes and BCP modes involving KS
0 (BCP KS0), the beam-
energy substituted mass must be greater than 5.2 GeV/c2.
The beam-energy substituted mass is given by
mES5A~s/21pipB!2Ei2 2pB2 , ~28!
TABLE VI. The flavor, CP, and control sample decay modes
used in this analysis. The J/c is always identified in the e1e2 or
m1m2 modes. The a1
1 is reconstructed only in p1p1p2. The KS
0
is identified in the p1p2 mode, except when otherwise specified.
All charge-conjugate decay modes are included implicitly.
Samples Decay modes
Bflav B0→D*2p1(r1,a11)
D*2→D¯ 0p2
D¯ 0→K1p2,K1p2p0,
K1p2p1p2,
KS
0p1p2
B0→D2p1(r1,a11)
D2→K1p2p2,KS0p2
B0→J/cK*0
K*0→K1p2
BCP B0→J/cKS0
KS
0→p1p2,p0p0
B0→c(2S)KS0
c(2S)→e1e2,m1m2,
J/cp1p2
B0→xc1KS0
xc1→J/cg
B0→J/cKL0
Control B1→D¯ (*)0p1
D¯ *0→D¯ 0p0
B1→J/cK1
B1→c(2S)K1
B1→xc1K1
B1→J/cK*1
K*1→KS0p1
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where s is the square of the center-of-mass energy, Ei and pi
are the total energy and the three momentum of the initial
state in the laboratory frame, and pB is the three momentum
of the B candidate in the same frame. In the case of decays to
J/cKL
0 (BCPKL0), the KL
0 direction is measured but its mo-
mentum is only inferred by constraining the mass of the
J/cKL
0 candidate to the known B0 mass. As a consequence,
there is only one parameter left to define the signal region,
which is taken to be uDEu,10 MeV.
Figure 1 shows the mES distribution for the Bflav and
BCP KS0 samples and the DE distribution for the BCPKL0 can-
didates, before the vertex requirements ~see Sec. VI!. The
combinatorial background in the mES distributions is de-
scribed by the empirical ARGUS phase-space model @30#
and the signal by a Gaussian distribution. The combinatorial
background consists of random combinations of tracks from
continuum and BB¯ sources. The former events are domi-
nantly ‘‘prompt,’’ that is, the observed particles point back to
the interaction point, whereas the latter events are domi-
nantly ‘‘nonprompt,’’ with particles pointing back to sepa-
rated vertices. Charmed particles, either from continuum or
from B-meson decays, contribute to nonprompt background.
A small background due to other B decays ~not shown in Fig.
1! also peaks at the B mass. The background in the J/cKL
0
channel receives contributions from other B decays with real
J/c mesons in the final state, and from events with fake J/c
mesons constructed from unassociated leptons or from misi-
dentified particles.
After completely reconstructing one B meson, the rest of
the event is analyzed to identify the flavor of the opposite B
meson and to reconstruct its decay point, as described in
Secs. V and VI.
Using exactly the same requirements, we analyze
GEANT4-simulated samples to check for any biases in the
event selection and extracted parameters. The Monte Carlo
samples are also used in studies of detector response and to
estimate some background sources. The values of the B os-
cillation and CP-, T-, and CPT-violating parameters assumed
in the simulations are similar to those measured in the data.
We use additional samples with significantly different values
to check the reliability of the analysis in other regions of the
parameter space.
V. FLAVOR TAGGING
The tracks that are not part of the fully reconstructed B
meson are used to determine whether the B tag was a B0 or B¯ 0
when it decayed. This determination cannot be done per-
fectly. If the probability of an incorrect assignment is w, an
asymmetry that depends on the difference between B0 and
B¯ 0 tags will be reduced by a factor D5122w , called the
dilution. A neural network combining the outputs of algo-
rithms that evaluate the characteristics of each event is used
to take into account the correlations between the different
sources of flavor information and to estimate B0 and B¯ 0
mistag probabilities for each event. Based on these values
and the source of flavor information, the event is tagged and
assigned to one of five mutually exclusive tagging catego-
ries. The dilution for each category is determined from the
data, as described in Sec. VII. Grouping tags into categories,
each with a relatively narrow range in mistag probability,
increases the overall power of the tagging while simplifying
the studies of systematic uncertainties.
Events with an identified primary electron or muon and a
kaon with the same charge, if present, are assigned to the
Lepton category. Events with both an identified kaon and a
low-momentum ~soft! pion candidates with opposite charge
and similar flight direction are assigned to the KaonI cat-
egory. Soft pion candidates from D*1 decays are selected on
the basis of their momentum and direction with respect to the
thrust axis of B tag . Events with only an identified kaon are
assigned to the KaonI or KaonII category depending on the
estimated mistag probability. Events with only a soft-pion
candidate are assigned to the KaonII category as well. The
remaining events are assigned to either the Inclusive or the
UnTagged category based on the estimated mistag probabil-
ity. The UnTagged tagging category has a mistag rate set to
50%, and therefore does not provide tagging information. It
does, however, increase the sensitivity to the decay-rate dif-
ference DG and allows the determination from the data of the
FIG. 1. Distributions for Bflav and BCP candidates before vertex
requirements: ~a! mES for Bflav states; ~b! mES for B0
→J/cKS0,c(2S)KS0,xc1KS0 final states; and ~c! DE for the final
state B0→J/cKL0 . In ~a! and ~b!, the backgrounds are dominantly
combinatorial. In ~c! there are backgrounds from events containing
a true J/c but with a spurious KL
0
. Other background comes from
events in which no true J/c is present.
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detector charge asymmetries, as described in Sec. VII. This
tagging algorithm is identical to that used in Ref. @5#.
We consider separate mistag probabilities for B0 and B¯ 0
tags, wBt
a and wB¯ t
a
, in each tagging category a. From these,
we define the average mistag probability wa5(wBta
1wB¯ t
a )/2 and the asymmetry in the mistag rates Dwa5wBta
2wB¯ t
a
. A correlation between the average mistag rate and the
Dt uncertainty sDt estimated event-by-event ~discussed in
Sec. VI! is observed for kaon-based tags @2,29#. For a Dt
uncertainty less than 1.4 ps, this correlation is found to be
approximately linear:
wa5w0
a1wslope
a sDt . ~29!
All signal mistag parameters, w0
a
, wslope
a
, and Dwa, are free
in the global fit ~11 in total since wslope
Lepton is assumed to be
zero!, and their results can be found in Table VIII in Sec.
VIII.
VI. DECAY-TIME MEASUREMENT AND Dt RESOLUTION
FUNCTION
The time interval Dt5t rec2t tag between the two B decays
is calculated from the measured separation Dz between the
decay vertices of the reconstructed B rec meson and the B tag
meson along the z axis, using the known boost of the Y(4S)
resonance in the laboratory, bg’0.55, the beam-spot size,
and the momentum of the fully reconstructed B meson. The
method is the same as described in Sec. V in Ref. @29#.
An estimated error sDt on Dt is calculated for each event.
This error accounts for uncertainties in the track parameters
from the SVT and DCH hit resolution and from multiple
scattering, for the beam-spot size, and for effects from the
B-flight length transverse to the beam axis. However, it does
not account for errors due to mistakes of the pattern recog-
nition system, wrong associations of tracks to vertices, mis-
alignment within and between the tracking devices, inaccu-
racies in the modeling of the amount of material in the
tracking detectors, limitations in our knowledge of the beam-
spot position, or uncertainty in the absolute z scale. Most of
the effects that are not explicitly accounted for in sDt are
absorbed in the Dt resolution function, described below. Re-
maining systematic uncertainties are discussed in detail in
Sec. X.
We use only those events in which the vertices of the B rec
and B tag are successfully reconstructed and for which uDtu
,20 ps and sDt,1.4 ps. The fraction of events in data sat-
isfying these requirements is about 85%. From Monte Carlo
simulation we find that the reconstruction efficiency does not
depend on the true value of Dt . The r.m.s. Dz resolution for
99.7% of the events used is about 160 mm ~1.0 ps!, and is
dominated by the resolution of the B tag vertex.
To model the Dt resolution we use the sum of three
Gaussian distributions ~called core, tail and outlier compo-
nents! with different means and widths:
R~dt ,sDt!5 f corehG~dt;dcoresDt ,ScoresDt!
1 f tailhG~dt;d tailsDt ,S tailsDt!
1 f outhG~dt;dout ,sout! ~30!
where
hG~dt;d ,s!5
1
A2ps
e2~dt2d!
2/~2s2!
. ~31!
Here dt5Dt2Dt true represents the reconstruction error and
f core512 f tail2 f out . We incorporate the last Gaussian distri-
bution in Eq. ~30! without reference to sDt since the outlier
component is not expected to be well described by the esti-
mated uncertainty. The widths of the first two Gaussian com-
ponents are given by sDt multiplied by two independent
scale factors, Score and S tail , to accommodate an overall un-
derestimate (S.1) or overestimate (S,1) of the errors. The
core and tail Gaussian distributions are allowed to have non-
zero means (dcoresDt and d tailsDt) to account for residual
biases due to daughters of long-lived charm particles in-
cluded in the B tag vertex. Separate means are used for the
core distribution of each tagging category. These means are
scaled by sDt to account for a correlation between the mean
of the dt distribution and sDt @2,29#. This correlation is
found to be approximately linear for sDt less than 1.4 ps.
The nonzero means of the resolution function introduce an
asymmetry into the otherwise symmetric Dt distributions.
All other parameters of the resolution function are taken to
be independent of the tagging category. We find that the three
parameters describing the outlier Gaussian component are
strongly correlated among themselves and with other resolu-
tion function parameters. Therefore, we fix the outlier bias
dout and width sout to 0 ps and 8 ps, respectively, and vary
them through a wide range to evaluate systematic uncertain-
ties. The outlier Gaussian distribution accounts for less than
0.3% of the reconstructed vertices.
In simulated events, we find no significant differences be-
tween the Dt resolution function of the Bflav , BCPKS0, andBCPKL0 samples. This is expected since the B tag vertex preci-
sion dominates the Dt resolution. Hence, the same resolution
function is used for all modes. Possible residual differences
are taken into account in the evaluation of systematic errors
described in Sec. X.
The resulting signal resolution function is described by a
total of 12 parameters, Score ,dcore
Lepton
,dcore
KaonI
,dcore
KaonII
,dcore
Inclusive
,
dcore
UnTagged
, f tail ,d tail ,S tail , f out ,dout ,sout , ten of which are free
in the final fit.
As a cross check, we use an alternative resolution func-
tion that is the sum of a single Gaussian distribution ~cen-
tered at zero!, the same Gaussian convolved with a one-sided
exponential to describe the core and tail parts of the resolu-
tion function, and a single Gaussian distribution to describe
the outlier component @2#. The exponential component is
used to accommodate the bias due to tracks from charm de-
cays originating from the B tag . The exponential constant is
scaled by sDt to account for the previously described corre-
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lation between the mean of the dt distribution and sDt . In
this case, each tagging category has a different core compo-
nent fraction and exponential constant.
VII. LIKELIHOOD FIT METHOD
We perform a single, unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to
all Bflav , BCP KS0, and BCP KL0 samples. Each event is charac-
terized by the following quantities:
~i! assigned tag category
aP$Lepton,KaonI,KaonII,Inclusive,UnTagged%;
~ii! tag-flavor type ‘‘tag’’ P$Bt ,B¯ t%, i.e., the tagging state
is ostensibly a B0 or B¯ 0, unless it is untagged;
~iii! reconstructed event type ‘‘rec’’
‘‘rec’’P$B f ,B¯ f ,CPKS0,CPKL0%, i.e., the recon-
structed state is ostensibly a B0, B¯ 0, or a CP eigen-
state. Treating KS
0 and KL
0 as if they were CP eigen-
states introduces effects that are negligible on the
scale of the statistical and systematic uncertainties of
this analysis;
~iv! the decay-time measurement Dt and its estimated er-
ror sDt ;
~v! a variable z used to assign the probability that the
event is signal or background. Either z is mES ~for
flavor eigenstates and CP eigenstates with KS
0) or it is
DE ~for CP eigenstates with KL
0).
The likelihood function is built from time distributions that
depend on whether the event is signal or any of a variety of
backgrounds ~together specified by the index j!, on the tag
category, on the tag flavor, and on the type of reconstructed
final state. The contribution of a single event to the log-
likelihood is
logF(j Freca , j~z!Htag,reca , j ~Dt ,sDt!G . ~32!
For a given reconstructed event type ‘‘rec’’ and tagging cat-
egory a, Freca , j(z) gives the probability that the event belongs
to the signal or any of the various backgrounds denoted by j.
Each such component has its own probability density func-
tion ~PDF! Htag,reca , j (Dt ,sDt), which depends as well on the
particular tag flavor ‘‘tag.’’ This distribution is the convolu-
tion of a tagging-category-dependent time distribution
H tag,rec
a , j (Dt true) with a Dt resolution function Ra , j(dt ,sDt) of
the form given in Eq. ~30!, but with parameters that depend
on the tagging category a and on the signal/background na-
ture of the event j:
Htag,reca , j ~Dt ,sDt!5E
2‘
1‘
d~Dt true!Ra , j~Dt2Dt true ,sDt!
3H tag,rec
a , j ~Dt true!, ~33!
where
H tag,rec
a , j ~Dt true!5r rec
j $t taga , j~12w taga , j!h tag,recj ~Dt true!
1t tag
a , j
w tag
a , jh tag,rec
j
~Dt true!% . ~34!
Here h tag,rec
j (t) represents the time dependence dN/dt given
in Eqs. ~17!–~21!, with t[Dt true . We indicate by w tag/tag
a , j the
mistag fractions for category a and component j. The index
‘‘tag’’ denotes the opposite flavor to that given by ‘‘tag.’’ For
events falling into tagging category UnTagged we define
w tag/tag
a , j to be 1/2. The efficiency t tag
a , j is the probability that an
event whose signal/background nature is j and whose true tag
flavor is ‘‘tag’’ will be assigned to category a, regardless of
whether the flavor assigned is correct or not. The efficiency
r rec
j is the probability that an event whose signal/background
nature is indicated by j and whose true reconstructed charac-
ter is ‘‘rec’’ will, in fact, be reconstructed. For non-BB¯ back-
ground sources, where the meaning of true ‘‘tag’’ and ‘‘rec’’
is ambiguous, this provides an empirical description of the
efficiencies as well as the mistag fractions.
A. PDF normalization
Every reconstructed event, whether signal or background
occurs at some time Dt true , so
E
2‘
1‘
d~Dt true!h tag,rec
j ~Dt true!51, ~35!
for each value of ‘‘rec,’’ ‘‘tag’’ and j. Moreover, every event
is assigned to some tagging category ~possibly UnTagged!;
thus
(
a
t tag
a , j51 ~36!
for each value of ‘‘tag’’ and j. It follows then that the nor-
malization of H tag,rec
a , j (Dt true) is
(
a
(
tag
E
2‘
1‘
d~Dt true!H tag,rec
a , j ~Dt true!52r rec
j
. ~37!
In this analysis the nominal normalization of Htag,reca , j (Dt ,sDt)
is the same as H tag,rec
a , j (Dt true), but fits with normalization in
the interval @220, 20# ps have been also performed as a cross
check to evaluate possible systematic effects.
B. Signal and background characterization
The function Freca , j(z) in Eq. ~32! describes the signal or
background probability of observing a particular value of z.
It satisfies
E
zmin
zmax
dz(j Frec
a , j~z!51, ~38!
where @zmin ,zmax# is the range of mES or DE values used for
analysis.
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For Bflav and BCPKS0 events, the mES shape is described
with a single Gaussian distribution for the signal and an
ARGUS parametrization for the background @29#. Based on
these fits, an event-by-event signal probability p rec
a (mES) can
be calculated for each tagging category a and sample ‘‘rec.’’
Since we do not expect signal probability differences be-
tween B0 and B¯ 0, the mES fits are performed to Bf and B¯ f
events together. The fits to B0→c(2S)KS0 and B0→xc1KS0
are performed without subdividing by tagging category, due
to the lack of statistics and the high purity of the samples. We
distinguish three different background components: peaking
background events, which have the same mES behavior as the
signal; a zero-lifetime ~prompt! combinatorial component;
and a nonzero-lifetime ~nonprompt! combinatorial back-
ground. The component fractions Freca , j(mES) are then ( j
5sig,peak,k)
Freca ,sig~mES!5@12 f reca ,peak#p reca ~mES!,
Freca ,peak~mES!5 f reca ,peakp reca ~mES!,
Freca ,k~mES!5@12p reca ~mES!# f reca ,k , ~39!
where k indexes the various combinatorial (k
5prompt,nonprompt) background components, and
(
k
f reca ,k51. ~40!
The fraction f reca ,peak of the signal Gaussian distribution is due
to backgrounds that peak in the same regions as the signal,
and is determined from Monte Carlo simulation @29#. The
estimated contributions are (1.560.6)%, (0.2860.11)%,
(1.860.6)%, (12113)%, and (3.561.4)% for the Bflav ,
J/cKS
0(KS0→p1p2), J/cKS0(KS0→p0p0), c(2S)KS0, and
xc1KS
0 channels, respectively. A common peaking back-
ground fraction is assumed for all tagging categories within
each decay mode. We also assume a common prompt frac-
tion for all tagging categories for each BCPKS0 decay channel.
Since the Bflav sample is large and there are significant dif-
ferences in the background levels for each tagging category,
f B fa ,prompt5 f B¯ f
a ,prompt is allowed to depend on the tagging cat-
egory. Note that the parameters of the Freca ,sig(mES) functions,
determined from a set of separate unbinned maximum-
likelihood fits to the mES distributions, are fixed in the global
fit.
For BCPKL0 events the background level is higher than it is
for BCPKS0, with significant noncombinatorial components
@29#. A binned likelihood fit to the DE spectrum in the data is
used to determine the relative amounts of signal and back-
ground from B→J/cX ~e.g., J/cK*) events and from
events with misreconstructed J/c→,1,2 candidates ~non-
J/c background!. In these fits, the signal and B→J/cX
background distributions are obtained from inclusive-J/c
Monte Carlo samples, while the non-J/c distribution is ob-
tained from the J/c dilepton-mass sideband. The Monte
Carlo simulation is also used to evaluate the channels that
contribute to the B→J/cX background. The fit is performed
separately for KL
0 candidates reconstructed in the EMC and
in the IFR, and for J/c candidates reconstructed in the e1e2
and m1m2 modes, since there are differences in purity and
background composition. Candidates reconstructed in both
IFR and EMC are considered as belonging to the IFR cat-
egory because of its better signal purity. The different
inclusive-J/c backgrounds from Monte Carlo are then nor-
malized to the J/c background fraction extracted from the
DE fit in the data. The normalization to the data is performed
separately for lepton-tagged and non-lepton-tagged events to
account for the observed differences in flavor-tagging effi-
ciencies between the J/c sideband events and the Bflav and
inclusive-J/c Monte Carlo events. In addition, some of the
decay modes in the inclusive-J/c background have CP con-
tent. The same PDF’s are used to describe the DE shape for
J/c candidates in the m1m2 and e1e2 channels. However,
different PDF’s are used for KL
0s observed in the IFR and in
the EMC. Separate DE PDF’s are used for J/cKL
0 ~signal!,
J/cKS
0 background, J/cX background ~excluding J/cKS
0),
and non-J/c background.
C. Efficiency asymmetries
For each signal or background j, the average reconstruc-
tion efficiencies r j5(rB fj 1rB¯ f
j )/2, rCPKS0
j
, and rCPKL0
j
are
absorbed into the fractions of reconstructed events falling
into the different signal and background classes. In contrast,
because all events fall into some tagging category ~including
UnTagged!, the average tagging efficiencies ta , j5(tBta , j
1tB¯ t
a , j)/2 are meaningful, and the fraction of untagged signal
events plays an important role. The asymmetries in the effi-
ciencies,
n j5
rB f
j 2rB¯ f
j
rB f
j 1rB¯ f
j ,
ma , j5
tBt
a , j2tB¯ t
a , j
tBt
a , j1tB¯ t
a , j , ~41!
need to be determined precisely, because they might other-
wise mimic fundamental asymmetries we seek to measure. In
the Appendix we illustrate how the use of the untagged
sample makes it possible to determine the asymmetries in the
efficiencies. Note that asymmetries due to differences in the
magnitudes of the decay amplitudes, uAB f uÞuA¯ B¯ f u and uABtu
ÞuA¯ B¯ tu, cannot be distinguished from asymmetries in the
efficiencies, and thus are absorbed in the n and m parameters.
We determine the average tagging efficiencies ta , j by
counting the number of events falling into different tagging
categories, without distinguishing where an event is signal or
background ~i.e., ta , j[ta), since for each tagging category
a the j component dependence is absorbed into the fractions
of events falling into the different signal and background
components. For signal events, the parameters nsig and ma ,sig
are included as free parameters in the global fit, and are
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assumed to be the same for all B0 peaking background
sources. For B1 peaking background components, npeak and
ma ,peak are fixed to the values extracted from a previous un-
binned maximum-likelihood fit to the tagged and untagged
Dt distributions of B1 data used as control samples, de-
scribed in Sec. IV. For combinatorial background sources the
n and m parameters are neglected.
D. Mistags and Dt resolution function
For signal events, a common set of mistag and Dt reso-
lution function parameters, independent of the particular
fully reconstructed state, is assumed. This assumption is sup-
ported by Monte Carlo studies.
Peaking backgrounds originating from B0 decays are as-
sumed to have the same resolution function and mistag pa-
rameters as the signal. For B1 peaking backgrounds we as-
sume the same resolution function as for signal, but the
mistag parameters are fixed to the values extracted from the
same maximum-likelihood fit to the B1 data used to extract
the parameters npeak and ma ,peak, as described above.
For combinatorial background components ~prompt and
nonprompt components in the Bflav and BCPKS0 samples and
the non-J/c background in the BCPKL0 sample! we use an
empirical description of the mistag probabilities and Dt reso-
lution, allowing various intrinsic time dependences. The pa-
rameters Dwa and wslope
a are fixed to zero, and the resolution
model uses core and outlier Gaussian distributions. The frac-
tions of prompt and nonprompt components and the lifetime
of the nonprompt component in the non-J/c background are
fixed to the values obtained from an external fit to the time
distribution of the J/c dilepton-mass sideband.
E. Free parameters for the nominal fit
The aim of the fit is to obtain simultaneously
sgn(Re lCP)DG/G, uq/pu, (Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z, and Im z, as-
suming rCP51. The parameters Im lCP /ulCPu and Dm are
also free in the fit to account for possible correlations and to
provide an additional cross check of the measurements. The
average B0 lifetime tB[1/G is fixed to the PDG value, 1.542
ps @31#. As a cross check we also perform fits allowing rCP
and G to vary. All these physics parameters are, by construc-
tion, common to all samples and tagging categories, although
the statistical power for determining each parameter comes
from a particular combination of samples or Dt dependences,
as discussed in Sec. II.
The terms proportional to the real parts of the DCS-decay
parameters are small since Re lBf and Re l¯B¯ f occur only mul-
tiplied by other small parameters ~see Tables II–IV!, and are
therefore neglected in the nominal fit model. Fixing
uA¯ B f /AB f u50.02, our best estimate from uVub* Vdc /Vcb* Vudu,
we fit for the parameter Im lBf /ulBfu, and vary separately
Im l¯B¯ f /ul¯B¯ fu, keeping ul¯ B¯ f u5ulB f uup/qu2. We do not require
uIm lBf /lBfu<1. Thus, there are two free parameters associ-
ated to DCS decays, plus one fixed magnitude.
We treat lBt and l¯ B¯ t similarly. Since there is no interfer-
ence between B0 and B¯ 0 semileptonic decays, we set lBt
50, l¯ B¯ t50 for the Lepton tagging category. For the other
tagging categories we assume common values of the DCS-
decay parameters. We assign a systematic error by varying
uA¯ B f /AB f u and uA¯ Bt /ABtu by 100% and scanning all possible
combinations of the phases ~Sec. X!. With a larger data
sample, direct determination of the DCS-decay parameters
might be advantageous. With the current sample, absorbing
some of the variation into the systematic uncertainty suffices
to prevent effects induced by DCS decays being misinter-
preted as symmetry violations.
The total number of parameters that are free in the fit is
58, of which 36 parametrize the signal: physics parameters
~4!, cross-check physics parameters ~2!, single effective
imaginary parts of the DCS-decay phases ~4!, resolution
function ~10!, mistag probabilities ~11!, and differences in
the fraction of B0 and B¯ 0 mesons that are tagged and recon-
structed ~5!. The remaining 22 parameters are used to model
the combinatorial backgrounds: resolution function ~3!,
mistag fractions ~8!, fractions of prompt components ~9! and
the effective lifetime of the nonprompt contributions ~2!.
The Dt distributions, the asymmetries, the physics param-
eters sgn(Re lCP)DG/G, uq/pu, (Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z, and Im z
and the cross-check parameter Im lCP /ulCPu were kept hid-
den until the analysis was finished. However, the parameter
Dm , the residual Dt distributions and asymmetries, the sta-
tistical errors, and changes in the physics parameters due to
changes in the analysis were not hidden.
VIII. ANALYSIS RESULTS
We extract the parameters sgn(Re lCP)DG/G, uq/pu,
(Re lCP /ulCPu) Re z,Im z,Im lCP /ulCPu,Dm, the parameters
for DCS decays, the signal mistag probabilities, resolution-
function and n and ma parameters, and the empirical back-
ground parameters with the likelihood function described in
Sec. VII. In Table VII we list the signal yields in each tag-
ging category after vertex requirements. The purities ~esti-
mated from the mES fits for non-BCPKL0 samples and in the
region uDEu,10 MeV for BCPKL0 events!, averaged over tag-
ging categories, are 82%, 94%, and 55%, for Bflav , BCPKS0,
and BCPKL0 candidates, respectively. The fitted signal mistag
probabilities and resolution-function parameters are shown
in Tables VIII and IX. The values of the asymmetries in
reconstruction and tagging efficiencies are summarized in
Table X. There is good agreement with the asymmetries ex-
tracted with the counting-based approach outlined in the Ap-
pendix.
The values of the parameters sgn(Re lCP)DG/G, uq/pu,
(Re lCP /ulCPu) Re z, and Im z extracted from the fits are
given in Table XI. The fitted Im lCP /ulCPu, Dm , and effective
DCS-decay parameters are also indicated. All these results
can be compared to those obtained when the fit is repeated
assuming CPT invariance. The change in the effective DCS-
decay parameters between the two fits is due to the large
correlation of these parameters with the CPT-violating pa-
rameter Im z. The fitted value of Dm agrees with recent
B-factory measurements @1–4#, and remains unchanged be-
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tween the two fits. The fit result for Im lCP /ulCPu when we
assume CPT invariance agrees with our sin 2b measurement
based on the same data set @5#. When we allow for CPT
violation, Im lCP /ulCPu increases by 10.011, equal to 15% of
the statistical uncertainty on Im lCP /ulCPu, which is consis-
tent with the statistical correlations observed in the fit with z
free. The correlation coefficients among all physics and
cross-check physics parameters are shown in Table XII. The
largest observed correlation ~17%! appears between Im z and
Im lCP /ulCPu. Table XIII shows the largest statistical correla-
tions of the physics parameters with any other free parameter
in the fit. Note that the variables uq/pu and nsig are signifi-
cantly correlated, as are Im z and the DCS-decay parameters.
We do not evaluate the full systematic errors for Dm and
Im lCP /ulCPu so these measurements do not supersede previ-
ous BABAR measurements for these quantities.
Figures 2 and 3 show the Dt distributions of events con-
fined to the signal region, defined as mES.5.27 GeV/c2 for
the Bflav and BCPKS0 samples, and uDEu,10 MeV for the
BCPKL0 sample. The points correspond to data. The curves
correspond to the projections of the likelihood fit allowing
for CPT violation, weighted by the appropriate relative
amounts of signal and background. The background contri-
bution is indicated by the shaded area.
TABLE VII. Signal event yields after vertex requirements, obtained from the mES fits for the Bflav and BCPKS0 samples. For the BCPKL0
sample, the signal yields are obtained using the signal fractions determined from the fit to the DE distributions, and are quoted for events
satisfying uDEu,10 MeV.
Tag
Bflav BCPKS0 BCPKL0
B0 B¯ 0 Tot B0 B¯ 0 Tot B0 B¯ 0 Tot
Lepton 1478 1419 2897 96 98 194 35 35 70
Kaon I 2665 2672 5337 154 175 329 74 65 139
Kaon II 3183 2976 6159 181 188 369 85 66 151
Inclusive 3197 3014 6211 184 172 356 78 72 150
UnTagged 10423 585 260
TABLE VIII. Average tagging efficiencies after vertex require-
ments and signal mistag parameters for each tagging category a as
extracted from the maximum-likelihood fit that allows for CPT vio-
lation. Uncertainties are statistical only.
Tagging
category ta(%) w0a ,sig(%) wslopea ,sig Dwa ,sig(%)
Lepton 9.460.2 2.660.7 0 ~fixed! 21.261.2
Kaon I 17.260.3 2.062.0 0.1360.04 22.761.3
Kaon II 19.960.3 15.962.4 0.0760.04 24.261.3
Inclusive 19.960.3 26.562.5 0.0760.04 22.961.3
UnTagged 33.660.6 50 ~fixed! 0 ~fixed! 0 ~fixed!
TABLE IX. Signal Dt resolution function parameters as ex-
tracted from the maximum-likelihood fit that allows for CPT viola-
tion. Uncertainties are statistical only.
Parameter Fitted value Parameter Fitted value
Score 1.2560.04 S tail 5.760.8
dcore
Lepton 0.0260.07 d tail 21.560.5
dcore
KaonI 20.2760.05 f tail 0.03460.010
dcore
KaonII 20.3260.04 sout 8 ps ~fixed!
dcore
Inclusive 20.3060.04 dout 0 ps ~fixed!
dcore
UaTagged 20.2860.03 f out 0.000360.0012
TABLE X. Values of the signal B0B¯ 0 differences in reconstruc-
tion (nsig) and tagging (ma ,sig) efficiencies as extracted from the
maximum-likelihood fit that allows for CPT violation. The results
are compared with those obtained with a counting-based method
described in the Appendix.
Parameter Nominal fit Counting-based method
nsig 0.01160.008 0.00760.008
mLepton,sig 0.02460.022 0.02960.042
mKaonI,sig 20.02260.017 20.02260.029
mKaonII,sig 0.01460.016 0.00460.027
m Inclusive,sig 0.01460.016 0.02560.027
TABLE XI. Physics parameters extracted from the maximum-
likelihood fits both allowing for CPT violation and excluding it. The
free DCS-decay parameters are also indicated. Errors are statistical
only.
Parameter Fit with z free Fit with z50
sgn(Re lCP)DG/G 20.00860.037 20.00960.037
uq/pu 1.02960.013 1.02960.013
(Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z 0.01460.035
Im z 0.03860.029
Dm ~ps21! 0.52160.008 0.52160.008
Im lCP /ulCPu 0.75260.067 0.74160.067
Im lBt /ulBtu 1.561.2 0.561.0
Im l¯Bt /ul¯Btu 20.161.2 0.861.0
Im lBf /ulBfu 2.361.1 1.460.9
Im l¯Bf /ul¯Bfu 20.661.1 0.160.9
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IX. CROSS CHECKS AND VALIDATION STUDIES
We use data and Monte Carlo samples to perform valida-
tion studies of the analysis technique. The Monte Carlo tests
include studies with parametrized fast Monte Carlo as well
as full GEANT4-simulated samples. Checks with data are per-
formed with control samples, where no DG and CP-, T-, and
CPT-violating effects are expected. Other checks are made
by analyzing the actual data sample, but using alternative
tagging, vertexing, and fitting configurations.
A. Monte Carlo simulation studies
A test of the fitting procedure is performed with param-
etrized Monte Carlo simulations consisting of 300 experi-
ments generated with a sample size and composition corre-
sponding to that of the data. The mistag probabilities and Dt
distributions are generated according to the model used in
the likelihood function. The physics parameters are gener-
ated according to the values found in the data @34#. The
nominal fit is then performed on each of these experiments.
Each experiment uses the set of mES (DE) and sDt values
observed in the non-KL
0 (KL0) sample. The r.m.s. spread of
the residual distributions for all physics parameters ~where
the residual is defined as the difference between the fitted
and generated values! is found to be consistent, within 10%,
with the mean ~Gaussian! statistical errors reported by the
fits. Moreover, it has been verified using these experiments
that the asymmetric 68% and 90% confidence-level intervals
obtained from the fits provide the correct statistical coverage.
In all cases, the mean values of the residual distributions
are consistent with no measurement bias. A systematic error
due to the limited precision of this study is assigned to each
physics parameter. The statistical errors on all the physics
parameters ~Table XI! and the calculated correlation coeffi-
cients among them ~Tables XII and XIII!, extracted from the
fit are consistent with the range of values obtained from
these experiments. We find that 24% of the fits result in a
value of the log-likelihood that is greater ~better! than that
found in data.
In addition, samples of signal and background Monte
Carlo events generated with a full detector simulation are
used to validate the measurement. The largest samples are
generated with DG/G, uq/pu21, and z all equal to zero, but
additional samples are also produced with relatively large
values of these parameters. Other values ~including those
measured in the data! are generated with reweighting tech-
niques. The signal Monte Carlo events are split into samples
whose size and proportions of Bflav , BCPKS0, and BCPKL0 are
similar to those of the actual data set. To check whether the
selection criteria or the analysis and fitting procedures intro-
duce any bias in the measurements, the fit ~to signal alone! is
then carried out on these experiments, allowing for CPT vio-
lation. The small combinatorial background in these signal
samples is suppressed by restricting the fit to the events in
the signal region. Fits to a sample without background, using
the true Dt distribution and true tagging information, are also
performed. The means of the residual distributions from all
these experiments for all the physics parameters are consis-
tent with zero, confirming that there is no measurement bias.
TABLE XII. Correlation ~in %! among all the physics param-
eters extracted from the simultaneous maximum-likelihood fit to the
Bflav and BCP samples.
Parameter Parameter
Correlation ~%!
z free z50
Dm sgn(Re lCP)DG/G 21.3 20.9
uq/pu 22.8 22.8
Im lCP /ulCPu 25.6 25.3
(Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z 7.0
Im z 20.2
sgn(Re lCP)DG/G uq/pu 11.0 10.8
Im lCP /ulCPu 0.4 0.2
(Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z 27.9
Im z 21.8
uq/pu Im lCP /ulCPu 21.0 21.5
(Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z 22.4
Im z 21.1
Im lCP /ulCPu (Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z 210.9
Im z 17.4
(Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z Im z 23.4
TABLE XIII. The largest correlations of each physics parameter
with other free parameters of the maximum-likelihood fit.
Physics parameter Parameter Correlation ~%!
Dm w0
Lepton,sig 220.1
f tail 18.7
S tail 215.4
sgn(Re lCP)DG/G uq/pu 11.0
uq/pu nsig 65.1
DwKaonII,sig 222.5
mLapton,sig 22.4
DwKaonI,sig 222.4
Dw Inclusive,sig 215.5
mKaonI,sig 13.9
DwLepton,sig 213.5
sgn(Re lCP)DG/G 11.0
Im lCP /ulCPu Im z 17.4
Im lBt /ulBtu 14.4
Im lBf /ulBfu 13.6
Re z 210.9
(Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z Im lCP /ulCPu 210.9
Im z Im lBt /ulBtu 61.6
Im lBf /ulBfu 57.7
Im l¯Bt /ul¯Btu 256.6
Im l¯Bf /ul¯Bfu 254.0
Im lCP /ulCPu 17.4
nsig 11.0
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The r.m.s. spreads are consistent with the average reported
errors. A systematic error is assigned to each physics param-
eter corresponding to the limited Monte Carlo statistics for
this test.
The effect of backgrounds is evaluated by adding an ap-
propriate fraction of background events to the signal Monte
Carlo sample and performing the fit. The BCP background
samples are obtained either from simulated B→J/cX events
or DE sidebands in data, while the Bflav backgrounds are
obtained from generic BB¯ Monte Carlo. We find no evidence
for bias in any of the physics parameters.
B. Cross checks with data
We fit subsamples defined by tagging category or data
taking period. Fits using only the B0→D (*)2X1 or B0
→J/cK*0(K1p2) channels for Bflav , and only BCP KS0 or
only BCPKL0 for BCP are also performed. We find no statisti-
cally significant differences in the results for the different
subsets. We also vary the maximum allowed values of uDtu
between 5 and 30 ps, and of sDt between 0.6 and 2.2 ps.
Again, we do not find statistically significant changes in the
physics parameters.
In order to verify that the results are stable under variation
of the vertex algorithm used in the measurement of Dt , we
use alternative ~less powerful! methods, described in Sec.
VIII.C.5 in Ref. @29#. To reduce statistical fluctuations due to
different events being selected, the comparison between the
alternative and nominal methods is performed using only the
events accepted by both methods. Observed variations are
small compared with the systematic error assigned to the
resolution function ~see Sec. X!.
The stability of the results under variation of the tagging
algorithm is studied by repeating the fit using the tagging
algorithm described in Sec. IV in Ref. @29#. The algorithm
used in that analysis has an effective tagging efficiency Q
5(at
a(122wa)2 about 7% lower than the one used here.
The variations observed in the physics parameters are con-
sistent with the statistical differences.
The average B0 lifetime is fixed in the nominal fit to the
PDG value @31#. This value is obtained by averaging mea-
surements based on flavor-eigenstate samples and by assum-
ing negligible effects from DG/G, uq/pu, and z. Measure-
ments that do not use tagged events are largely insensitive to
uq/pu and z, but would be affected, at second order, by a
nonzero value of DG/G, as discussed in Sec. II. Therefore we
do not expect sizeable effects from the fixed average B0
lifetime. However, to check the consistency of the result, the
fit is repeated with the average lifetime left free. The result-
ing tB is about one standard deviation below the nominal
value assumed in our analysis, taking into account the statis-
tical error from the fit and the present tB uncertainty. As
described in Sec. X C, a systematic error is assigned using
the variation of each physics parameter when the fit is re-
peated with tB fixed to the value obtained when it is floated,
which corresponds to a change of about twice the present
PDG error ~60.032 ps!.
Similarly, fits with rCP free have been performed. The
resulting rCP value is consistent with unity ~the fixed nomi-
nal value! within one standard deviation ~statistical only!. As
described in Sec. X C, systematic errors due to fixing rCP at
FIG. 2. The Dt distributions for ~a! mixed and ~b! unmixed Bflav
events with a B0 tag or with a B¯ 0 tag in the signal region, mES
.5.27 GeV/c2. The solid ~dashed! curves represent the fit projec-
tion in Dt based on the individual signal and background probabili-
ties and the event-by-event Dt uncertainty for B¯ 0 (B0) tags. The
shaded area shows the background contribution to the distributions.
FIG. 3. The Dt distributions for ~a! BCPKS0 and ~b! BCPKL0 events
with a B0 tag or with a B¯ 0 tag in the signal region, mES
.5.27 GeV/c2 for BCPKS0 candidates and uDEu,10 MeV for BCPKL0
events. The solid ~dashed! curves represent the fit projection in Dt
based on the individual signal and background probabilities and the
event-by-event Dt uncertainty for B¯ 0 (B0) tags. The shaded area
shows the background contribution to the distributions.
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unity are set by changing rCP by twice the statistical uncer-
tainty determined by leaving it free in the fit ~610%!. The
resulting variation in each parameter is taken as the system-
atic error.
The robustness of the fit is also tested by modifying the
nominal PDF normalization, as described by Eq. ~37!, so that
the analysis is insensitive to the relative number of B0 and
B¯ 0 tagged events. As a consequence, the statistical error on
uq/pu is dramatically increased, since the sensitivity to this
parameter comes largely from the differences in time-
integrated B0 and B¯ 0 rates. In addition, the fit is also per-
formed assuming an independent set of resolution function
parameters for each tagging category. In all cases the results
are consistent with the nominal fit results. Finally, the tag-
ging efficiencies ta are alternatively determined for each
sample (Bflav , BCPKS0, and BCPKL0) separately, rather than
using a common estimate from the Bflav sample, as in the
nominal fit. The changes in the values of the physics param-
eters are negligible.
Control samples in data from B1 decays ~treated in a way
analogous to that described in Sec. IV! are also used to vali-
date the analysis technique, since in these samples we expect
zero values for DG/G, uq/pu21 and z. For the Bflav sample
we use the B1→D¯ 0p1,D¯ *0p1 decay channels, and for the
BCP sample the decays of charged-B mesons to charmonium
plus a charged K or K* ~see Table VI!. The check is per-
formed by fixing Dm50 and uq/pu51 in the Bflav sample,
and assuming maximal mixing (Dm50.489 ps21 @31#! in
the BCP sample, and fitting for Im lCP /ulCPu,
sgn(Re lCP)DG/G, (Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z and Im z. No statisti-
cally significant deviations from zero are observed.
X. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
We estimate systematic uncertainties with studies per-
formed on both data and Monte Carlo simulation samples. A
summary of the sources of non-negligible uncertainties is
shown in Table XIV. In the following, the individual contri-
butions are referenced by the lettered lines in the table.
A. Likelihood fit procedure
Several sources of systematic uncertainties due to the
likelihood fit procedure are considered. We include the re-
sults from the tests performed using the parametrized Monte
Carlo sample ~a! and the full GEANT4 signal Monte Carlo
sample ~b!, as described in Sec. IX A. No statistically signifi-
cant bias ~mean of the residual distributions! is observed.
Thus, we assign a systematic error equal to the statistical
uncertainty on the bias. No corrections are applied to the
central values extracted from the fit to the data. Note that the
GEANT4 contribution accounts for residual differences be-
tween the Bflav , BCPKS0, and BCPKL0 samples in the mistag
probability, resolution function, and n and ma parameters. It
also includes residual differences in Dt resolution for correct
and wrong tags.
We also consider the impact on the measured physics pa-
rameters of normalizing the time-dependent PDF’s to the full
interval 2‘,Dt,‘ . The effect is evaluated by repeating
TABLE XIV. Summary of systematic uncertainties on the measurements of sgn(Re lCP)DG/G, uq/pu, (Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z, and Im z.
Systematics source sgn(Re lCP)DG/G uq/pu (Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z Im z
Likelihood fit procedure
~a! Parametrized MC test 0.003 0.001 0.003 0.003
~b! GEANT4-simulation test 0.005 0.007 0.004 0.016
Dt resolution function
~c! Resolution function parameterization 0.007 0.001 0.008 0.003
~d! z scale and boost 0.003 0.001 0.002 ,0.001
~e! Beam spot 0.008 0.002 0.001 0.011
~f! SVT alignment 0.006 0.001 0.001 0.011
~g! Outliers 0.002 ,0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001
Signal properties
~h! Average B0 lifetime 0.004 0.001 0.004 ,0.001
~i! Direct CP violation 0.002 0.004 0.001 0.003
~j! DCS decays 0.008 0.004 0.032 0.006
~k! Residual charge asymmetries 0.005 0.006 0.004 0.006
Background properties
~l! Signal probability 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001
~m! Fraction of peaking background ,0.001 ,0.001 0.004 ,0.001
~n! Dt structure 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001
~o! DG/CP/T/CPT/Mixing/DCS content 0.001 0.002 0.002 ,0.001
~p! Residual charge asymmetry ,0.001 0.001 ,0.001 ,0.001
~q! KL
0
-specific systematic errors 0.004 ,0.001 0.004 0.003
Total systematic uncertainties 0.018 0.011 0.034 0.025
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the fit using a normalization in the range defined by the Dt
cut. Finally, the fixed tagging efficiencies are varied within
their statistical uncertainties. The two contributions are neg-
ligible.
B. Dt resolution function
The Dt resolution model used in the analysis, consisting
of the sum of three Gaussian distributions, is expected to be
flexible enough to represent the experimental resolutions. To
assign a systematic error for this assumption we use the al-
ternative model described in Sec. VI, with a Gaussian distri-
bution plus the same Gaussian convolved with one exponen-
tial function, for both signal and background. The results for
all physics parameters obtained from the two resolution
models are consistent and we assign the difference of central
values as a systematic uncertainty ~c!.
In addition, a number of parameters that are inherent to
the determination of Dt are varied according to known un-
certainties. The PEP-II boost, estimated from the beam ener-
gies, has an uncertainty of 0.1% @27#. The absolute z-scale
uncertainty is evaluated to be less than 0.4%. This estimate is
obtained by measuring the beam pipe dimensions with scat-
tered protons and comparing to optical survey data. There-
fore, the boost and z-scale systematic uncertainties are evalu-
ated conservatively by varying by 60.6% the reconstructed
Dt and sDt ~d!. As the beam spot is much smaller in the
vertical than in the horizontal dimension, its vertical position
and size is more relevant in the vertex fits. Hence the uncer-
tainty on the position and size of the beam spot used in the
vertex fits is taken into account by changing the vertical
position by up to 40 mm and increasing the vertical size from
10 to 60 mm ~e!. Finally, the systematic uncertainty due to
possible SVT internal misalignment is evaluated by applying
a number of possible misalignment scenarios to a sample of
simulated events and comparing the values of the fitted phys-
ics parameters from these samples to the case of perfect
alignment ~f!.
Fixing the width and bias of the outlier Gaussian distribu-
tion in the resolution function to 8 and 0 ps, respectively, is a
potential source of bias. To estimate the corresponding sys-
tematic uncertainty we add in quadrature the variation ob-
served in the physics parameters when the bias changes by
65 ps, the width varies between 6 and 12 ps, and the outlier
distribution is assumed to be flat ~g!.
C. Signal properties
As described in Sec. IX B, the uncertainty from fixing the
average B0 lifetime is evaluated by changing its central value
by (60.032 ps)21 ~h!, twice the PDG error @31#. Possible
direct CP violation in the BCP sample is taken into account
by varying rCP by 610% ~i!.
Systematic uncertainties related to DCS decays arise be-
cause we fix the real parts of lBt , l¯ B¯ t , lB f , and l¯ B¯ f to zero.
In order to evaluate this contribution, we generate samples of
parametrized Monte Carlo samples tuned to the data sample,
scanning the DCS-decay phases over their full allowed range
~0–2p! and assuming a single hadronic decay channel con-
tributing to the B tag and to the Bflav . Samples are generated
with values of uA¯ Bt /ABtu and uA¯ B f /AB f u equal to 0 and 0.04,
corresponding to 100% variation of the value 0.02 used in
the nominal fit. For the Lepton tagging category, dominated
by semileptonic B decays, we assume lBt to be zero. While
the ratio of CKM matrix elements leads to the nominal value
uA¯ Bt /ABtu5uA¯ B f /AB f u50.02, this is not a reliable estimate
for any single decay mode. Examination of the DCS
charmed-meson decay D0→K1p2 shows good agreement
with expectations from CKM matrix elements, albeit with
large uncertainties, but the singly-CKM-suppressed decays
D0→p1p2 and D0→K1K2 show deviations as large as a
factor of 2. However, when we sum over many channels, as
we do here both for tagging states and for flavor eigenstates,
quark-level predictions are much more reliable than they are
for a single channel. Allowing for 100% variation from the
nominal value of 0.02 is thus conservative.
Using the fit results from all these samples, we determine
the offsets with respect to the generated value and its statis-
tical uncertainty, for a complete sampling of DCS-decay
phases. The systematic error assigned is the largest value
among all configurations ~j!. This is the dominant source of
systematic uncertainty for the measurement of
(Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z and is due primarily to the influence of
DCS decays in the tagging-B meson. The effect of using a
single effective channel for the flavor and all tagging cat-
egory states has been estimated by splitting the Bflav and B tag
samples generated with the parametrized Monte Carlo into
equally sized subsamples. For the different combinations of
DCS-decay phases, the observed offset is about the average
of the biases obtained using the single effective channel.
Therefore, the largest offset among all configurations is
smaller than that observed for a single channel. This shows
that our prescription to describe the effects from DCS decays
and to assign the systematic uncertainties assuming a single
effective channel is conservative.
Charge asymmetries induced by a difference in the detec-
tor response for positive and negative tracks are included in
the PDF and extracted together with the other parameters
from the time-dependent analysis. Thus, they do not contrib-
ute to the systematic error, but rather are incorporated into
the statistical error at a level determined by the size of the
Bflav data sample. Nevertheless, in order to account for any
possible residual effect, we assign a systematic uncertainty
as follows. We rerun the B reconstruction, vertex-finding,
and tagging algorithms after removing randomly and uni-
formly ~no momentum or angular dependence! 5% of posi-
tive and, separately, negative tracks in the full Monte Carlo
sample. This value of 5% is on average more than a factor of
three larger than the precision with which the parameters nsig
and ma ,sig have been measured in the data. Half the differ-
ence between the results obtained for positive and negative
tracks is assigned as a systematic error ~k!.
D. Background properties
The event-by-event signal probability p rec
a (mES) for Bflav
and BCPKS0 samples is fixed to the values obtained from the
mES fits. We compare the results from the nominal fit to the
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values obtained by varying all the mES distribution param-
eters by 61s, taking into account their correlations. This is
performed simultaneously for all tagging categories, and in-
dependently for the Bflav and BCP KS0 samples. As an alterna-
tive, we also use a flat signal probability distribution: events
belonging to the sideband region (mES,5.27 GeV/c2) are
assigned a signal probability of zero, while we give a signal
probability equal to the purity of the corresponding sample to
signal region events (mES.5.27 GeV/c2). The differences
among fitted physical parameters with respect to the default
method are found to be consistent. We determine the system-
atic error due to this parametrization by varying the signal
probability by its statistical error. The final systematic error
is taken to be the larger of the one-sigma variations found for
the two methods ~l!. The uncertainty on the fraction of peak-
ing background is estimated by varying the fractions accord-
ing to their uncertainties separately for the Bflav sample and
each BCPKS0 decay mode ~m!. The effective hCP of the BCPKS0
peaking background, assumed to be zero in the nominal fit, is
also varied between 11 and 21 and the variations induced
are negligible.
Another source of systematic uncertainty is the assump-
tion that the Dt behavior of the combinatorial background in
the mES sideband region is the same as it is in the signal
region. However, the background composition changes
gradually as a function of mES , since the fraction due to
continuum production slowly decreases as mES increases. To
study the impact of variable Dt behavior over the mES range,
we vary the lower edge of the mES distributions from 5.20 to
5.27 GeV/c2, simultaneously for the Bflav and BCP KS0
samples, observing good stability in the results. We also split
the sideband region in seven equal slices each 10 MeV/c2
wide and repeat the fit in each of these slices. The results
obtained for all physics parameters and mES slices are then
linearly extrapolated to the B-mass signal region. The qua-
dratic sum of the extrapolation and the error on it is assigned
as a systematic uncertainty ~n!.
As described in Sec. VII, the likelihood fit assumes that
there are no effects of DG, CP, T or CPT violation, mixing,
and DCS decays in the combinatorial background compo-
nents (Bflav and BCP KS0 samples! and in the non-J/c back-
ground (BCP KL0 sample!. To evaluate the effect of this as-
sumption, we repeat the fit assuming for the background
nonzero values of DG, uq/pu21, z, Im lCP /ulCPu, and Dm ,
and varying hCP of the background by 61. The check is
performed by introducing an independent set of physics pa-
rameters in the PDF and assuming maximal mixing and CP
violation (Dm and Im lCP /ulCPu fixed to 0.489 ps21 @31# and
0.75 @5#, respectively!. DCS-decay effects are included by
assuming the maximal values ~0.04! of uA¯ Bt /ABtu and
uA¯ B f /AB f u, and scanning all the possible values of the B0
and B¯ 0 phases for Bflav and B tag . The systematic uncertainty
is evaluated simultaneously for all these sources ~o!.
The systematic errors due to the B1 decay rate are evalu-
ated by varying its value by the PDG uncertainty @31#. The
effect is negligible. The B1 mistags and the differences in
the fraction of B1 and B2 mesons that are tagged and recon-
structed are varied according to their statistical errors as ob-
tained from the fit to the B1 data. These errors are found to
be negligible.
Uncertainties from charge asymmetries in combinatorial
background components ~neglected in the nominal fit! are
evaluated by repeating the fit with a new set of n and ma
parameters. The measured values of n and ma are found to be
compatible with zero and the variation of the physical pa-
rameters with respect to the nominal fit is assigned as a sys-
tematic error ~p!.
For the BCPKL0 channel, the signal and non-J/c back-
ground fractions are varied according to their statistical un-
certainties, obtained from the fit to the DE distribution. We
also vary background parameters, including the J/cX
branching fractions, the assumed hCP , the DE shape, and
the fraction and effective lifetime of the prompt and non-
prompt non-J/c components. The differences observed be-
tween data and Monte Carlo simulation for the KL
0 angular
resolution and for the fractions of B0→J/cKL0 events recon-
structed in the EMC and IFR are used to evaluate a system-
atic uncertainty due to the simulation of the KL
0 reconstruc-
tion. Finally, an additional contribution is assigned to the
correction applied to Lepton events due to the observed dif-
ferences in flavor tagging efficiencies in the J/c sideband
relative to Bflav and inclusive J/c Monte Carlo samples.
Conservatively, this error is evaluated by comparing the fit
results with and without the correction. The total
BCP KL0-specific systematic error is evaluated by taking the
quadratic sum of the individual contributions ~q!.
E. Summary of systematic uncertainties
All individual systematic contributions described above
and summarized in Table XIV are added in quadrature. The
dominant source of systematic error in the measurement of
(Re lCP /ulCPu)Re z is due to our limited knowledge of the
DCS decays, which also contributes significantly to the un-
certainties on the other measurements. The limited Monte
Carlo sample size is a dominant source of systematic error
for uq/pu, Im z, and to a lesser extent for sgn(Re lCP)DG/G.
Residual charge asymmetries, mainly due to limited simula-
tion statistics, dominate the systematic error on uq/pu. Our
limited knowledge of the beam spot and SVT alignment re-
flects significantly on Im z and sgn(Re lCP)DG/G. The sys-
tematic error on sgn(Re lCP)DG/G receives a non-negligible
contribution from our incomplete understanding of the reso-
lution function.
The systematic uncertainties on sgn(Re lCP)DG/G and
uq/pu when CPT invariance is assumed are evaluated simi-
larly, and found to be consistent, within the statistical fluc-
tuations of the Monte Carlo simulation, with those found for
the analysis when CPT violation is allowed.
XI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The conventional analyses of mixing and CP violation in
the neutral B meson system neglect possible contributions
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from several sources that are expected to be small. These
include the difference of the decay rates of the two neutral B
meson mass eigenstates, the CP- and T-violating quantity
uq/pu21, and potential CPT violation. To measure or extract
limits on these quantities requires the full expressions for
time dependence in mixing and CP violation and consider-
ation of systematic effects that might mimic the fundamental
asymmetries we seek to measure. Such systematic effects
could be induced by detector charge asymmetries, different
resolution functions for positive and negative Dt , and DCS
decays for both fully reconstructed final flavor states and
nonleptonic tagging states.
A limit on the decay-rate difference of uDG/Gu,80% at
95% confidence level was obtained by CLEO @9# using the
time-integrated mixing parameter xd and the mass difference
Dm extracted under the assumption DG50. Using Z0 de-
cays, DELPHI @10# has recently performed a time-dependent
study of semileptonic B decays inclusively reconstructed.
Assuming no CP, T, or CPT violation in mixing, they quote
the limit uDG/Gu,18% at 95% confidence level.
Both uq/pu and Im z were measured by OPAL @20#, using
Z0 decays to bb¯ pairs and assuming DG50. Neutral B me-
son oscillations were studied by observing a single lepton
indicative of a B decay and the jet charge associated with
both the jet containing the lepton and the other jet. Because
the multiparticle final states provide essentially uncorrelated
B mesons, the issue of DCS decays is obviated. The results
were Re eB50.00660.01060.006, equivalent to uq/pu
50.98860.02060.012, and Im dB520.02060.01660.006,
equivalent to Im z50.04060.03260.012. Combining the
earlier uq/pu measurements, all obtained assuming DG50,
gives uq/pu50.999360.0064 @32#. Belle has used dilepton
events to obtain limits on CPT violation @33#. Assuming that
DG50 and that CP violation in mixing can be ignored, they
find Re cos u52Re z50.0060.1260.02 and Im cos u
52Im z50.0360.0160.03.
Our analysis of approximately 31 000 fully reconstructed
flavor eigenstates and 2600 CP eigenstates sets new limits
on the difference of decay rates of B0 mesons, and on the CP,
T, and CPT violation intrinsic to B0B¯ 0 mixing. The six inde-
pendent parameters governing oscillations (Dm ,DG/G),
CPT and CP violation (Re z,Im z), and CP and T violation
(Im lCP ,uq/pu) are extracted from a single fit of both fully
reconstructed CP and flavor events, tagged and untagged.
This provides the sensitivity required to separate all effects
we seek from asymmetries in detector response and from
potentially obscuring correlations in the decays of the two B
mesons. The results are
sgn~Re lCP!DG/G520.00860.037~stat.!
60.018~syst.!@20.084,0.068# ,
uq/pu51.02960.013~stat.!
60.011~syst.!@1.001,1.057# ,
~Re lCP /ulCPu!Re z50.01460.035~stat.!
60.034~syst.!@20.072,0.101# ,
Im z50.03860.029~stat.!
60.025~syst.!@20.028,0.104# .
The values in square brackets indicate the 90% confidence-
level intervals. When estimating the limits we also evaluate
multiplicative contributions to the systematic error, adding
them in quadrature with the additive systematic uncertain-
ties. Figure 4 shows the results in the (uq/pu21,uzu) plane,
compared to the BABAR measurement of uq/pu made with
dilepton events, uq/pu50.99860.00660.007 @11#, and to the
standard model expectations. The region shown for this
analysis is obtained by simulating a large number of experi-
ments using the measured covariance matrix for the param-
eters Re z, Im z, and uq/pu, and is constrained to lie within
the physical region uzu>0. The three-dimensional distribu-
tion in Re z, Im z, and uq/pu is projected onto the two di-
mensions uzu2 and uq/pu. The boundary is then chosen to
exclude the maximal region. For simplicity in the figure, we
display uzu rather than uzu2. The dilepton measurement con-
FIG. 4. Favored regions at 68% confidence
level in the (uq/pu21,uzu) plane determined by
this analysis and by the BABAR measurement of
the dilepton asymmetry @11#. The axis labels re-
flect the requirements that both CP and T be vio-
lated if uq/puÞ1 and that both CP and CPT be
violated if uzuÞ0. The standard model expecta-
tion for uq/pu is obtained from Refs. @8,12,13#.
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strains uq/pu without assumptions on the value of uzu. The
region in this case is obtained from the Dx251 limits for
this single variable.
Assuming CPT invariance the results are
sgn~Re lCP!DG/G520.00960.037~stat.!
60.018~syst.!@20.085,0.067# ,
uq/pu51.02960.013~stat.!
60.011~syst.!@1.001,1.057# .
These results can be used to set constraints on the complex
ratio G12 /M 12 when CPT invariance is assumed, as shown in
Fig. 5. Ellipses in the upper figure enclose the favored re-
gions determined from the sgn (Re lCP)DG/G and uq/pu mea-
surements of this analysis with z fixed to zero. Solid con-
tours show the results assuming Re lCP.0 ~as expected in
the standard model based on other experimental constraints!,
while dashed contours are for Re lCP,0. Inner ~outer! con-
tours represent 68% ~90%! confidence-level regions for two
degrees of freedom. The lower figure is an enlargement of
the region around the origin of the complex G12 /M 12 plane.
The black region close to the origin of the complex plane in
the upper and lower figures shows the predictions of standard
model calculations when all available experimental inputs
are used to constrain the ratio of CKM matrix elements
(VcbVcd* )/(VtbVtd* ). The bands in the lower figure are calcu-
lated using only the constraint sin 2b50.74160.075 ob-
tained from the BABAR measurement with CP eigenstates like
J/cKS
0 @5#.
The decay-rate difference results can alternatively be ex-
pressed normalized to the mass difference Dm . Using the
world-average value of Dm @31#, the result allowing for CPT
violation ~z free! is
sgn~Re lCP!DG/Dm520.01160.049~stat.!
60.024~syst.!@20.112,0.091# ,
and with CPT invariance (z50)
sgn~Re lCP!DG/Dm520.01260.049~stat.!
60.024~syst.!@20.113,0.090# .
The parameters Dm and Im lCP /ulCPu are free in the fit, so
that recent B-factory Dm results @1–4# and our sin 2b analy-
sis based on the same data sample @5# provide a cross check.
The value of the CP-and T-violating parameter Im lCP /ulCPu
increases by 10.011 when CPT violation is allowed in the
fit. This change is equal to 15% of the statistical uncertainty
on Im lCP /ulCPu and is consistent with the correlations ob-
served in the fit with CPT violation.
The results are consistent with standard model expecta-
tions and with CPT invariance. To date, these are the lowest
limits on the difference of decay widths of B0 mesons and
the strongest test of CPT invariance outside the neutral-kaon
system @19#. If we express the CPT limits as ratios of the
CPT-violating to the CPT-conserving terms we have
udmu
m
,1.0310214, 20.156,
dG
G
,0.042
at the 90% confidence level. The limit on CP and T violation
in mixing is independent of and consistent with our previous
measurement based on the analysis of inclusive dilepton
events @11#. All the other results are also consistent with
previous analyses @4,9,10,20,31–33#. All these measure-
FIG. 5. Constraints at 68% and 90% confidence level on the
complex ratio G12 /M 12 of the effective Hamiltonian off-diagonal
matrix elements governing neutral B meson oscillations as deter-
mined from the sgn (Re lCP)DG/G and uq/pu measurements of this
analysis with z fixed to zero, compared to predictions of standard
model calculations when other experimental inputs are used. The
lower figure is an enlargement of the region around the origin. The
bands in the lower figure are calculated using only the constraint
obtained from the BABAR sin 2b measurement with CP eigenstates
like J/cKS
0 @5#. The fading out of the bands away from the origin
indicates that these predictions are only valid for small uG12 /M 12u.
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ments were obtained with more restrictive assumptions than
those used here. While the standard model predictions for DG
and uq/pu are still well below our current limits and no CPT
violation is anticipated, higher precision measurements may
still bring surprises.
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APPENDIX: EFFICIENCY ASYMMETRIES
The use of untagged data is essential for determining the
asymmetries in the tagging and reconstruction efficiencies.
To indicate how the various samples enter we provide a
simple example using only time-integrated quantities. In
practice we use a time-dependent analysis, which gives bet-
ter precision because it uses more information.
Suppressing the indices for the tag category index a and
the signal or background component j, and writing the recon-
struction efficiencies as r5rB f
j
, r¯5rB¯ f
j
and the tagging ef-
ficiencies as t5tBt
a , j
, t¯5tB¯ t
a , j
, Eq. ~41! reads
n5
r2 r¯
r1 r¯
,
m5
t2 t¯
t1 t¯
. ~A1!
Using the numbers of signal events that are tagged and have
a reconstructed B0 (X), those tagged and having a B¯ 0 (Y ),
those untagged with a reconstructed B0 (Z), and finally
those untagged with a reconstructed B¯ 0 (W), we can deter-
mine the required asymmetries @29#. To see this, note that if
the total number of B0B¯ 0 pairs is N, and neglecting DG,
uq/pu21, and z corrections, there are
Nu5N$11@1/~11x2!#%/2 ~A2!
unmixed events ~i.e., B0B¯ 0) and
Nm5N$12@1/~11x2!#%/2 ~A3!
mixed events ~i.e., B0B0 or B¯ 0B¯ 0), where x5Dm/G . Then
we have
X5rtNm/21rt¯Nu/2,
Y5 r¯ t¯Nm/21 r¯tNu/2,
Z5r~12t!Nm/21r~12 t¯ !Nu/2,
W5 r¯~12 t¯ !Nm/21 r¯~12t!Nu/2. ~A4!
Setting U5X1Z and V5Y1W , we find
n5
U2V
U1V , m5~11x
2!
~Y /V !2~X/U !
~Y /V !1~X/U ! . ~A5!
Corrections to these equations have to be applied due to
nonzero values of DG, uq/pu21 and z. The use of untagged
events is therefore essential to the determination of n and m.
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